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About This Content

Christophorus from the Nights of Azure series will receive the costume of Wang Yuanji from the DYNASTY WARRIORS
series.

*This costume is also included in the "WARRIORS ALL-STARS: Costume Set".
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Title: WARRIORS ALL-STARS: Wang Yuanji-themed costume for Christophorus
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: 640×480 pixel over, High Color, 4K compatible

English,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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It's fun! the controls take a bit of getting use to! overall it's not a bad game and pretty good for its price. what the ♥♥♥♥ is
this♥♥♥♥♥♥?
This is A Game ?!. Really fun little platformer. It's the kind of game that is bigger and more difficult than it seems at first. The
story is pretty original and the gameplay is really good. For the price you really can't go wrong (it could even be higher and I
would still recommend it).. It's not a bad game by any means but it's probably the least tactial of the Rainbow Six games. I think
a lot of the gameplay can be really fun but the story is basically not even a thing, John Clark explains most missions before you
go in and it's so short and fast and you can't choose the crew that comes with you. I never got to play the multiplayer to this
game because the servers are down. The missions can be fun but the game is pretty disappointing, it's a lot of run and gun rather
than plan and play carefully. I've played Rainbow Six 1, Rainbow Six 3 and it's add-on, Rainbow Six Lockdown, and Rainbow
Six Vegas 1 and 2, and this one is the worst. The AI over all is pretty bad, I've killed my teammates by mistake because they run
right into my bullets. I do have to say that some of the missions are pretty cool and I did have fun with some parts so this game
isn't a bad game, just the worst of the series. I'm not going to say "do not buy the game" because it can be fun and I don't hate it
I just don't think it's very good, but if you want a good Rainbow Six game go buy either Rainbow Six 3 Raven Shield or
Rainbow Six Vegas 2 and not this one.. EDIT: Apparently, it's a premade asset, with a few additions from the developer. You're
getting a premade asset with some mods, for 90% off the original price. At face value though? I can still say it's an okay game.

Does exactly what it describes. Fun, simple time waster that looks nice and of course runs well. Controls are easy to pick up and
the levels can at times be difficult, but not frustratingly so. I'd recommend it for $2.

Also trading cards :^). I'm dissapointed because I bought this before they updated the discription to say that it only gives you the
first 12 heros so I thought that I would get all of the heros. It seems unreasonable that you would have to buy not only the delux
edition but also all other characters they make in order to have all of them.
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A nice combination of an action-puzzler and a shoot em up, Its probably closest to Every Extend if you've ever played that, or
maybe a horizontal version of puzzle bobble where shot timing mattered as much as accuracy.

Its good. its different, it makes excellent use of a second monitor.. Yet another Simulator? Kill it with fire? Nope. That one
actually is quite fine. While the characters may look a bit odd the game itself is quite fun. Didn't believe it myself before I
actually tried it. So can I recommend it? Well, yes. Actually I can. If you're into the firefighter topic, give it a try.. I was willing
to give this a shot out of fondness for the original, and a hopeful feeling left after watching the trailers, but it just felt sadly
lacking.

Visually it has some good touches for game locked to a 2D plane, but it seems the developers mistakenly assumed that better
technology/base engines make for better games. The reason why Flashback and other similar 'chunky' platform adventure games
worked (like Blackthorne) was actually because of it's limitations. Because you had to be immobile to fire and could only do so
from a standing or crouching point, you had a firm grasp of the basics of combat. Because you had to get a short sprint before
you jumped to vault over gaps of certain sizes, or you had to be at a certain point underneith a ledge to try grab it, you could
gauge the input necessary at a moment's notice. This modern remake removes the limitations and attempts for a more free-
flowing experience, with full-rotating aim and more responsive controls, which sound great at first, but it removes a big part of
the foundation the adventure was built on : the rules of play. Rules are what define a game's challenge, and if you make them
more lax, then there has to be new challenges with a similar feeling of reward. Unfortunately, the floaty feeling from the
platforming and the more fluid motion and combat just make it feel watery in comparison.

This game falls into that pit between nostalgic form and new-wave revival. It achieves the strong points of neither, but seems to
have accumulated some negatives from both. It's far from a terrible game and appears to be quite polished, but it just lacks any
real impact or immediate enjoyment beyond ticking objective boxes.. This game doesn't work.

At all.

There is nothing to do at the main screen but click "play game" and have it say you can't... Plus there's no exit button, no options
menu, etc. You have to Alt-F4 out.

http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nl6ije

Literally the game doesn't work.

Plus it auto-opens my SteamVR interface?

This is the same guy that wrote ARK: Eternal mod called "Ark Comes Alive" and left it broken while he accepted donations for
years. I guess he's up to his old tricks. He's a big one on starting a project, then leaving it incomplete.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

EDIT: I left some comments on his discussions on Steam to people asking questions about this game that literally doesn't work.
He deleted them. So, really... be careful about buying ANYTHING from this developer.

Proof of which is here: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmuuy and http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmypm

Resulting in: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/nmmz12

That's just one of many times he deleted my comments so people don't know his game doesn't work. AVOID THIS
DEVELOPER. Look at his responses to other reviews.. Buggy, empty, and just all around boring. Very little direction given to
you, choppy cutscenes, and poor graphics. AI doesnt acknoledge your existence, and the world feels empty, and just all around
slapped together.

If 10 people buy this game, the creator has made profit.

But, it's a dollar, so fk it...
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10\/10 would spend more time writing review than playing again.. i might be a little biased because i love the original pit. (still
havent beaten it lol)

here is a summary of my first run. died by diesease on floor 5, now thats not a good start. but thats not my point.
a majority of things could be improved and here are some of the problems i encountered in my first run.

crashed once.
diesease and poison stoped working for a while.
computers dont give data?
motion tracker didint work.
and one case of bad rendering.

despite all this i still had fun and hope things improve greatly in the future!
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